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My first review of the year

I don't know how many �mes I've read this classic, but I always feel no ma�er how old, there are things to be gleaned each �me. I've heard people say Hobbes was passed by some

�me ago, but that seems superficial if not redundant to me because it seems that charge could be leveled at most books ever published that aren't current. That's irrelevant. One could
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say the same thing about most old religious books. It's not that this should be used as a handbook for 2023, but what one can learn and apply within the context of centuries at the

macro and down to the micro, wherever your par�cular subject lies. I go through as many resources as possible on any given topic of interest because if nothing else, older texts

provide a historical context and perspec�ve that can, if not set, at least add to a baseline to help us understand how we got from A to Y, etc. S�ll recommended. (less)
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My last review of the year

This book seems a bit insipid to me, but let me explain. While I actually agree with much of what the author writes (I've lived elsewhere and am of Nordic heritage myself), she seems

to lack knowledge about the US beyond the basics, as well as the many variables that have impacted it for centuries -- certainly in terms of race, religion and basic history regarding

work, healthcare, insurance and much more. The author, now apparently living in the US (WHY? Leaving Finland for the US with the cri�cisms she makes must cause one to ponder

her sanity, right? [Poor humor a�empt.]), seems ignorant of the early US past, US post-Civil War history through the civil rights era, ba�les for rights for other self-described oppressed

people, the culture wars beginning in the 1970s that plague us even more today, the history and sources of, let alone now-open alliance between "white na�onalists" (umbrella term

for li�le but racists, KKK, neo-Nazis, Alt Right, white supremacists and separa�sts, etc.) and "chris�an white na�onalists," meaning basically the same but throw in US evangelicals and

fundies in their true form, no longer worried about hiding their hypocrisy, lust for power and control, hatred and fear of all others and frightening comparison to radical Islamists, hence

the apt term Chris�an Taliban, etc., ... and it seems the author must be sheltered, unaware or devoid of rudimentary scholarly interest in pursuit of knowledge in these areas of interest.

The result is a book that at �mes borders on reading a young student's lightweight term paper, trying to back their asser�ons using personal observa�ons but limited in history,

logis�cs, actual research, social/cultural reali�es, basic demographics, etc., some of which feel frankly cherry picked.  

I think the major issues might really boil down to the following. I don't deny certain beliefs, observa�ons and facts about life in Finland and other Nordic countries. Aside from having

family and friends throughout the area, I've had an excellent working and personal rela�onship with the people, government, military, businesses, etc., of Finland for over 30 years. I

respect them all immensely and would have given my right lung to move there many �mes over. I've worked closely with Finns for decades; my second book was published there in

1991 and another was published in 1993. I love Finnish music, customs, think the FDF is one of the most badass militaries in the world, had a fan club there years ago, did business,

introduced new markets, dealt with na�onal poli�cians, university presidents and so on and I'm familiar with the government-provided services as well as the massive taxes paid to

support such and I'll be the first to agree that much of what Finland has may be "superior" to many other states (including the US). But a�er providing such informa�on with the

comparisons and contrasts supported by some basic facts, efforts to go beyond the surface level, a lack of interest in why there are so many variables impac�ng so much that one can

cri�cize, and to resort to basically saying "Why don't you losers stop being nitwits and switch to doing things the way they're done in the happiest country on the planet" [consistently

voted as such by a number of open confirmable sources] essen�ally suggests the author is largely ignorant of certain histories and reali�es, not to say li�le digging into social/cultural

schisms in the US that thousands of social scien�sts, analysts and other actual SMEs have been spending years trying to analyze -- for the author to seemingly advise losers she le�

utopia to live amongst to dump everything, emulate and become one of the great na�ons to live in and not really go any further into some substan�al reali�es makes the book and

hence the author seem a bit trite and perhaps a bit naive. I don't know if I would be so cri�cal if the book's tone didn't border on an arrogant smugness that occasionally makes one

feel the author is hurling advice and sugges�ons out to pi�ful Americans while lacking real context, factual perspec�ve, geopoli�cal reali�es as well as a necessary depth of knowledge

of crucial domes�c issues the Finns themselves can't understand. Finland can't really be compared to the US, not only because Finland's popula�on is so much smaller, but much more

important are the two major differences between America and Finland that will limit many asser�ons. First, Finland can't compare to American ethnic diversity, historically and

currently -- both good and bad. I have to be candid in admi�ng my current ignorance of the number of ethnic groups in Finland, but when I moved west to Los Angeles/Long Beach

years ago, I found myself in a city/county with over 100 languages and cultures, most all foreign to this admi�edly sheltered self. In grad school, I taught various English classes but one
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day I was thrown into teaching some ESL classes with no advance warning, training or �me to prepare (24 hours). In my first class I found I had students represen�ng 37 languages, the

vast majority of which I didn't know or understand, proving a challenge. When I lived in Long Beach, the city had more Cambodians than anyplace outside of Cambodia and when I

lived in Glendale, the city had more Armenians than anyplace but Armenia and when I served as a thesis advisor at a university, I was exposed to and confused by intense

disagreements between Spanish speaking students on the "proper" ethnic terms to employ -- La�no, Hispanic or Chicano. The students weren't too willing to compromise and I

couldn't possibly win that one. These are minor examples of some basic differences between life in the US and in Finland because while all of the tradi�onal liberal democracies have

been dealing with new and larger immigra�on issues for several decades now, no place can compare to the great and the ugly reali�es of American diversity, meaning what works in

Finland likely would take a good while to work in the US, if ever. The second difference is religion. I need say nothing about Europe and its recent/current religious devo�ons (not)

impac�ng both society and policy, including foreign policy such as in the US. America was founded by and grew tremendously by many Calvinists and Calvinist ideology, beliefs,

tendencies, guilt issues, sense of jus�ce and judgment, a need to "evangelize" (even if unwanted), and our standard black and white (heaven/hell, hot/cold) thinking s�ll permeates

most of the country even now and despite the US viewing itself and asser�ng it's a "Chris�an" country holding the global moral compass (which I think lost whatever meaning that

once held long ago, and permanently) yet with over 1,000 Chris�an sects, we prove it impossible to agree on basics while so many are telling others to do as their god commands

(through them, quite o�en) and yet they themselves can't even agree on the most basic things. (I've literally seen grown men get into fistfights over the "right" and only "legi�mate"

Bible transla�on -- the King James version vs anything else. The stupidity is obvious to anyone except them and they won't accept historic facts about transla�ons heaped on

transla�ons, manuscripts varied and mixed with scribes' cross outs, parenthe�cal notes, edi�ng, addi�ons, etc. (as well as most scholars agree there IS NO original manuscript that's

ever been found and the earliest reliably dated one stems from, I think, the second century which should make their argument moot but that doesn't stop the hate and violence.)

Religion is a dominant force in this country unlike probably any other first world country and certainly on the conserva�ve Chris�an front. And it's the most controversial and

disrup�ve. And it's another MAJOR issue Finland has not had to deal with in genera�ons and most Finns cannot understand not only policy decisions but basic daily life for many/most

here.  

For merely these reasons alone I suggest this book shows negligence of realis�c substance and is a smug book with untenable ideas. I would give this book two stars but I'm giving it

three while admi�ng it's due to my bias for Finland and wishes to see some of the things men�oned one day come to frui�on. Do I think in my life�me? Don't be silly. Our children's?

No way to know, but things move so quickly in the world now. For the general audience, I won't recommend this book but I'm sure there are some readers who will find it interes�ng. I

hope the author publishes a sequel to follow up on her thoughts to address what she felt good about and also where she was off base. (However this book is over a decade old, so it

appears unlikely.) If the author ever does writer a follow-up, perhaps this cranky, ailing old man (me) might s�ll be around to read it. -- SCH 

----------------------- 

I edited this review twice, seriously so�ening my comments out of respect for the author, and out of respect for anyone trying to read this, I also cut 2,600 WORDS, shortening it

considerably. I hope this might be appreciated. Cheers, SH (less)
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